Acadia water pump

GMC Acadia owners have reported 19 problems related to water pump under the engine and
engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of GMC Acadia based on all problems reported for the
Acadia. The steering two days prior to the incident was really tight and hard to steer as is there
were no power steering the vehicle two days later broke down on the interstate I went from
70mph to 30mph within seconds was almost rear ended the seat belt jerked my shoulder it
jerked so hard when the engine reduced power due to what the message on the dash said was a
traction control system failure I spent getting the power steering pump, water pump and what
they said was a loose wire causing th traction control problem fixed just for the car to break
down again with the same traction control system failure message the car slowed down so
quickly I hit the steering wheel with my seat belt on and the breaks were very hard to push I had
to crawl to a stop almost got rear ended again and no steering this car is not safe there should
be a law suit. See all problems of the GMC Acadia. Since I bought the truck the I get an on and
off message to service the air bag. Also while I am driving the truck over heats and when I come
tona stop and turn the engine off and completely remive the key. The engine stays on and water
pump starts to buble as if the water was boiling and after about five minutes there is no water in
the pump and when you add water the water get extremely hot. I have seen in other forums
where all have had the same issue. I am extremely disappointed in the quality of the vehicle. I
have four small children and don't feel safe however the truck is financed and I have no option.
The GMC Acadia vehicle at 38k miles suffered a major leak in the cooling system. With the
vehicle at 38k miles the dealer tested and charged for the replacement of the water pump. This
should not have happened with this low mileage. The manufacturers safety issue in my part was
unsatisfactory do to the replacement of the defective part not under warrenty. I noticed a leak in
my driveway under my Acadia. I immediately took it to dealership so they could find out where it
was leaking. They found the engine leaking in several places including the front cover. In
addition to the engine leaking, they also found the water pump to be leaking and in need of
being replaced. While putting new seals in the engine, they found that the timing chains were
showing signs of wear as well. All in all, the car needed several seals replaced, the timing
chains replaced, the water pump replaced, and the power steering pump replaced. The car only
has miles on it!. The contact owns a GMC Acadia. While driving approximately 65 mph, there
was a sudden loss of engine power and the vehicle was unable to be driven over 40 mph. The
stability traction control warning indicator illuminated. The dealer was unable to replicate and
diagnose the failure. The contact noticed smoke under the hood. The vehicle was coasted over
to the shoulder of the road and turned off. The vehicle was unable to be driven due to the failure
and was towed to the dealer. The dealer diagnosed that the water pump needed to be replaced.
The dealer replaced the part. The manufacturer was notified of the failures and indicated that
they also had campaigns that needed to be addressed. The timing chain needed to be replaced,
there was a loss of power steering assist, and the transmission cutlet leave plate failed. There
were no recalls. The VIN was not available. The approximate failure mileage was 78, I was
driving my car at about 70 mphs on the interstate and the car began to slow down and check
engine light starting flashing. I almost got hit by the drivers beside and behind me. While
honking my horn and putting on the emergency lights I was able to get over to the side of the
highway. Towed my car into the dealership and they keep it for about 8 days saying they were
very behind. Notified them that my car was coming in for service and was never told they was
behind. Finally about 7 days later the dealership is saying they don't know what is wrong with
my car. Then on the 9 day the service guy calls me and says they think its the motor but they
would have to take it out to see. There are several special coverage open on my car such as
timing chain , water pump shaft seal, loss of power steering and throttle body. After reading
other GMC customer complaints I feel it is the throttle body that needs to be replaced.
Dealership states they don't know whats exactly wrong with my car but can't figure it out till
they take out my engine. We purchased a Acadia from a reputable dealer that claims quality in
regards to their used vehicles. We have had the vehicle for 6 months and the vehicle has left me
stranded on different occasions and compromised others individuals and my own well being.
First incident the car was in gear but would not start. We never found the reason the vehicle
would not start. The battery fully charged. No other issues noted. Second incident the vehicle
the vehicle again did not start after several attempts to start. Eventually car just started, no
issue was uncovered as the culprit. The vehicle overheated out of the blue while in route to
respond to an emergency call and had the water pump replaced. While on the interstate with my
4 month old grandson the vehicle jerked after reaching the speed of approximately 65 mph and
then the rpm registered about to and the vehicle came to a crawl on the interstate. The check
engine light came on and I took it had had diagnostics ran and it indicated transmission
concerns. I took the vehicle to the dealer and the light had gone off and the dealer stated that

there was nothing found. My husband and I left and while in route to another city the vehicle
again jerked at approximately 65 mph and the rpm once again registered between and The
dealer refuses to honor or stand behind their product. We recently had the vehicle at the dealer
to ensure safety recalls were taken care of, the dealer indicating no concerns after a "proposed"
inspection. There is clearly documented concerns with this issue. We were lucky as there were
no injuries, but the situations that we were left in were extremely dangerous. Locked up making
a turn going slow, pump getting noisy, just got back for water pump replace. At approximately
90, my engine began misfiring. I took it to a local shop where they performed a full tune-up and
replaced all of the plugs. However, there were also coils that were bad and had to be replaced. A
week later, my check engine light came back on and the Acadia was missing again. I took it to
another shop where they showed me that the plugs were already charred and needed replaced
again, and there was another coil pack that needed replaced. A few days later the check engine
light came back on and a co2 sensor was going bad so I replaced it. A few days later the check
engine light came back on and the GMC dealer told me 2 of the 3 catalytic converters were bad
and needed replaced. My check engine light is still on and I'm just waiting for the thing to
explode while I'm driving it. After reading other similar complaints about power steering and
engine problems with Acadia's, I'm convinced a major investigation into these vehicles and
their safety needs to be launched by the gov. Now there is an air bag recall and in the past have
had headlight recalls, water pump recalls, and who knows what else. The whole fleet should be
declared lemons!. We purchased our Acadia in , it had approximately 30, miles on it at the time
of purchase. Less than thirty days after purchase we had to replace the front rotors. At 40, miles
we had to replace the front brakes; the air conditioner backed up, which required maintenance
to the blower motor; and the head lights went out, which required replacement. At 45, miles the
rear struts went out, which required replacement; and we had to replace two tires. At 60, miles
the water pump went out and needed to be replaced. At 55, miles the front struts went out,
which needed replacing, along with four new tires, and a new set of headlights. At 60, miles the
rear brakes and rotors needed to be replaced. At 70, miles the transmission went out, which
also required replacement. I was going 50 miles an hour on a highway, and the entire car shut
down. The steering console locked with the keys in the ignition, I had no ability to steer the
vehicle, the brakes did not function either. I had to use the parking brake to slow the vehicle
down, barely avoiding a collision with another vehicle. The first issue was the water pump,
replaced it and 2 months later out went the power steering pump. At that time of replacing the
power steering pump the dealership also replaced the rack and pinion and timing chain. Now,
it's the transmission. Going rounds with gm to get them to take care of the issue in its entirety.
This vehicle doesn't even have 63k miles on it! I'm worried about what will go out next. I was
looking for something reliable and safe and this Acadia has been everything but that. I have
several friends that are also experiencing the same issues. Let the game begin. I have never had
a vehicle that I feel is so unsafe and unreliable. I am a hard working woman who drove the same
car for 13 years and had none of the issues that I am having with this Acadia that I paid twice as
much for! It will be a lemon in the long run. Be prepared to get your gloves on in the ring with
GMC as I'm currently doing. As I'm driving a dealership loaner, for 2 days now. Good luck!.
Traveling approximately 65 mph in the far left lane of a major highway. Going up a slight incline
I tried to accelerate but the car was not reacting then the rpms would shoot up but the car would
not react. I had to cross 3 lanes of traffic to get to the emergency lane. The car would not go
over 20 mph after that and struggled at that. I managed to get to a gas station. Additional note the car broke down in August as well. In that incident the water pump had to be replaced. I now
is a liking probably from the water pump. I just received a letter from a GMC seeing that they
know this problem water pump shaft seal and they just going to add engine coolant to fix the
problem. This have to be a recall. We bought expensive us cars don't sales us junk. They
should have some safety measures to stop the gate from crashing. Towed truck to dealer and
they changed fuel pump. Replaced one coil. Dealer changed water pump. The truck shakes
roughly with both roof and windows open. Husband attempted to replace it but you had to take
off the wheel in order to get to the actual light. I told them no and made a complaint. Noticed my
car started over heating and took it into a mechanic friend, let us know that the water pump
needed to be replaced this was at approx 45, miles. I did my research and the GMC warranty
covered the cost. At approximately , miles the car started making a whining noise when driven
slow or first thing in the morning when it was cold. Took it in to GMC to get it checked out and it
turns out that the steering rack had a leak on each side of the wheels and pinions, and power
steering pump needed to be replaced. I could not afford that price so took it back to my
mechanic to see if it would be cheaper. I'm hoping that GMC will see that many of us are having
the same problem and will make it a recall. I will not be buying anymore GMC vehicles. All I want
is a reliable car that won't break the bank. Steering locks up. When you take off from a stop sign

or traffic light and want to make a right or left turn the steering will lock up to a point where you
can't turn. There had been several occasions that I was almost in an accident. Replaced rack
and pinion 3 times and power steering. Water pumps are defective, replaced 2 before , miles
transmission went out at 73, miles. Every issue that is stated above the dealer didn't want to
replace under warranty,even after contacting gm. It took a lot of fighting with gm to replace the
transmission when there was known problems with these transmissions being faulty. Also, the
abs light and stabiltrak lights illuminated. Car Problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems.
Check Engine Light On problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems.
Engine Noise problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. Loud Engine Noise
problems. Engine Failure problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. For more information go
to Established in , ACDelco manufactures Meticulously formed to exceptional standards, GMB's
OE replacement water pumps are guaranteed to equip your ride with the finest quality and most
enduring performance. GMB is a leading automotive aftermar We've Made a Site Update.
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Feb 01, Works good! Keeps my car cool! But has had a squeek for 2 weeks now. Works great!
But has a little squeek as of right now. Its been about 2 weeks since install not sure why it has
the noise.. Josh Bena. Purchased on Jan 18, Dec 15, No issues here. Very pleased with this part.
John McCovy. Purchased on Nov 27, Jul 29, Perfect replacement pump. I haven't installed it yet
but everything about it looks great Thanks. Jack Truelove. Purchased on Jul 14, Show More.
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